To Really Succeed in This Business, You Need Tunnel Vision®.

You know the carwash business is tough. To outclean the competition, your tunnel needs a professional line of carwash products as focused as you are.

Tunnel Vision is a family of products from Blendco Systems that will boost your tunnel’s cleaning capability while reducing prep time and drying time too. Tunnel Vision uses innovative chemistries and the latest know-how to shine wheels... clean cars... rinse easy... dry fast... and keep your conveyor line moving smoothly– all at a cost-per-car that builds a successful business for you.

Blendco’s Got It.
Tunnel Vision® Product Line

Tunnel Vision offers the best in reclaim friendly chemistries throughout the line. Tunnel Vision adapts SuperSat® chemistry with an easy-rinsing base and super strong wheel cleaning surfactants. Tunnel Vision offers revolutionary products like The Finisher®, designed to transition from cleaning to better rinsing for a cleaner, dryer car. Add into the mix the industry’s best total car protectant, Durashield®, and Tunnel Vision Drying Agent to put the finishing touches on your tunnel’s outstandingly clean cars, and you’ve got the best, most comprehensive tunnel line in the business.

You’re focused on success, so you know you need Tunnel Vision.

Tunnel Vision Alkaline Powder #1411
SuperSat-based tunnel formulation delivers strong but gentle cleaning power that rinses easily for a spot free car. Combines with Tunnel Vision surfactants to create custom tunnel detergents.

Tunnel Vision Prep Soap #1420
Get a jump on cleaning with Tunnel Vision Prep Soap. Provides good foaming and fragrance through high pressure guns.

Tunnel Vision Wheel Cleaner #1430
Simply the best alkaline wheel cleaner on the market. Apply at high alkalinity with TV Alkaline Powder to put a like-new shine on back on wheels.

Tunnel Vision Presoak #1440
Apply with TV Alkaline Powder to break soils free. Compatible with direct injection systems and provides a nice foaming show from the presoak arch.

Tunnel Vision Body Shine Presoak #1445
Low pH presoak shines chrome and glass. Absolutely no hydrofluoric acid or HF precursors used- ever!

Tunnel Vision Mitter Lube #1450
Provides vehicle cleaning while providing the needed lubricity to mitters and wraps to resist dragging, squeaking and grabbing. Available in red, yellow and blue.

Tunnel Vision Low pH Mitter Lube #1455
Low pH version of Mitter Lube provides the benefits of a low pH detergent and helps improve rinsing and drying.

Durashield® #1002
Amazing total car protectant with Body Armor® additive and polymer technology to bond stronger and longer to the entire surface of the vehicle.

Durashield® Plus #1695
Total car protectant with all of the properties of Durashield plus a stronger fragrance and creamier profile to give a richer, foamier visual.

Other Waxes, Protectants and Drying Agents
Rhino Guard™ Wheel Protectant #1510
RedRhino® Hot Wax with Carnauba #1509
Supershield® Clearcoat Protectant #1505
Cool Dry #1508
Tunnel Vision Drying Agent #1480

Tunnel Vision Auxiliary Products:
Tunnel Vision Undercarriage Wash #1490
Tunnel Vision Underbody Armor #1475
Tunnel Vision Bug Remover #1470
Tunnel Vision Tire Gloss (Water-based) #1493
Tunnel Vision Tire Gloss (Solvent-based) #1555
Tunnel Vision SB2 Tire Gloss #1488
Tunnel Vision Window Vision #1498
Tunnel Vision Towel Detergent #1497
Tunnel Vision Glass Cleaner #1495
SuperScent™ Spearmint Fragrance #1542
SuperScent™ Green Tea Fragrance #1543
SuperScent™ Piña Colada Fragrance #1544